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The Italian Verb-Noun anthroponymic Compounds at the Syntax / 
Morphology Interface1 

 
Floricic Franck 

Université de Paris III-Sorbonne Nouvelle & LPP (CNRS) 
 

Abstract: This paper offers an analysis of Italian anthroponymic verb-noun compounds. It is argued that 
the first element of these compounds historically is an imperative (2nd sg) form. Such a view not only 
accounts adequately for the evolutionary process at work in the original naming process; it also rightly 
accounts for the actual morphological make-up of these compounds. It is argued as well that 
anthroponymic compounds involving imperatives provided for a structural model which is still traceable 
in the morphological make-up of non-anthroponymic compounds, even though a reanalysis process has 
led to the reinterpretation of the verbal element of V-N compounds as a bare stem. Crucially, such a 
reanalysis will be said to have been favoured by the morphological unmarkedness of imperatives: as zero 
inflected stems, imperatives may serve as a base for paradigmatic restructuration. Italian Verb-noun 
compounds will be shown to offer an illustration of this basicness of the imperative, following a pattern 
of word formation which is available in other languages.  

 
The liveliness of the feeling for composition manifests itself especially in the 
capacity of a compound to serve as model for analogical formations. If we have 
deduced composition from syntax, we in no way intend to assert that each single 
compound has taken its rise from a syntactical combination. Possibly, indeed, 
the greater part of the so-called compounds in the different languages are merely 
analogical formations modelled upon those to which in its strict sense the name 
compound belongs (Hermann Paul) 

 
0. Introduction 

The aim of this contribution is to account for the morphological properties of a sub-set 
of Italian verb-noun compounds, namely anthroponymic compounds of the Bevilacqua 
“drink the water” type, i.e. compounds whose first element is a verbal form and the 
noun an argument of the verb, generally a direct object. First I discuss the issue of the 
place and the nature of proper names in the linguistic system. Then I review some of the 
hypotheses put forth in order to account for the morphological make-up of the Italian 
verb-noun compounds. It will be argued that morphologically, the first part of many 
Italian V-N compounds is formally identical to the second person (sg.) imperative. This 
hypothesis, which will be refered to as the ‘imperative hypothesis’, needs no ad hoc 
mechanism in order to explain the final vowel of some compounds’ verb forms such as 
bevi “drink”. The originally volitional value of the compounds’ verbal element will be 
argued to have been lost along with its formal transparency, turning this element a 
morphologically opaque exponent. Following Koch (1995) and Rainer (2001), it will be 
shown that the choice of the imperative stem in Italian is paradigmatically and 
structurally motivated. Once established in the system, this zero inflected stem can 
serve as a morphological basis due to high frequency (cf. Mańczak (2004) and (2008)), 

                                                
1 Many thanks to Sasha Aikhenvald, Johan Van der Auwera, Ingeborga Beszterda, Antonietta Bisetto, 
Denis Creissels, Alessandro Garcea, Istvan Kenesei, Jean-Léo Léonard, Thomas Lindner, Martin Maiden, 
Ranko Matasović, Lucia Molinu, Benedicte Nielsen, Martina Pitz, Ljiljana Progovac, Jan Radimský, 
Franz Rainer, Michel Roché and Aude Wirth for their comments and criticisms. My warmest 
acknowledgments to Prof. Witold Mańczak and Bernard Pottier for their comments, and to Mrs. Dr. Anna 
Bosazza (Biblioteca civica di Biella) for having made available to me some important contributions from 
Cesare Poma. I am also indebted to Ingo Plag and two anonymous reviewers of Morphology, whose 
comments and criticisms helped me to improve significantly the paper in its form as well as in its content. 
I remain, of course, sole responsible for the views held in this paper. 
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formal unmarkedness2 and analogical restructuring, regardless of the semantics of the 
compound (cf. Maiden 2007). Not only do the anthroponymic verb-noun compounds 
provide support for the ‘imperative hypothesis’, but they also shed a new light on 
borderline phenomena : verb - determiner - noun compounds provide support for an 
analysis which sees anthroponymic compounds as a de-syntacticization phenomenon. It 
will be pointed out, however, that “imperative” is in Italian a category highly syncretic 
with other categories; no wonder, then, that researchers have been misled as to the 
status of the first member of Italian V-N compounds. The view that will be held in this 
paper is that anthroponymic verb-noun compounds originally involving imperative 
forms provided for a model which is still traceable in the morphological make-up of 
actual (non anthroponymic) Italian compounds, even though a process of reanalysis has 
led to the reinterpretation of the verbal element of V-N compounds as a bare stem (cf. 
Tekavčić (1980: 141)). Of course, reanalysis points to a dynamic and evolutionary 
process, but the result of reanalysis is an entity whose form is rooted in the 
morphological system and structurally associated with a set of forms sharing the same 
formal properties. From this point of view, the problem discussed indissolubly ties up 
synchrony and diachrony. 
 
1. The status of proper names 

First, I shall discuss the status of proper names and their place in the linguistic 
system. It is a well known fact that personal proper nouns originally point to an 
individual via a property, a set of properties or an event scenario prototypically 
associated with a given individual. Consider for example the names Pappa ‘eat’ and 
Ridi ‘laugh’: they can be used of individuals with whom the actions of eating or 
laughing are associated due to their recurrence or cognitive salience. This same 
cognitive salience accounts for names like Lungo ‘long’, Piccolo ‘small’, Grande ‘tall’ 
etc., which point to a physical property encoded as an adjectival form. From a 
Brøndalian point of view, we could analyse anthroponymic nouns as a synthesis of the 
R(d) type, where the Relatum represents the salient element and where the descriptive 
content (d) is backgrounded: in other words, the anthroponymic proper nouns fix or 
point to an object (R), leaving in the background the quality or the set of qualities it is 
made of (Brøndal (1948)). Of course, an individual can also be apprehended regardless 
of any characterizing property, in which case the proper name picks up a given referent 
or relatum via its very nomination.  

It must be stressed that, unlike proper names, common names are essentially class 
names (cf. Collinson (1937)); for example, the phonetic string [kaza] (‘home’) builds a 
class of objects which is defined by a set of properties, and the number of objects it can 
be applied to depends on these properties (cf. Destutt de Tracy (1814 : 102)). The 
extension and the comprehension are thus inversely proportional in the common name 
and in the proper name: while the extension is maximal and the comprehension minimal 
in a noun like ‘thing’ (that is to say, the bundle of distinctive properties of the notion of 
‘thing’ is reduced to ‘some thing’ and covers a quasi infinite set of objects which can be 
said to be ‘some thing’), the comprehension is on the contrary maximal and the 
extension minimal in the case of proper names: in other words, the individual who is 

                                                
2 The general question of markedness cannot be addressed in this paper (for a discussion see Hjelmslev 
(1933) & (1935); Jakobson (1936), Brøndal (1943), Dokulil (1958), Kuryłowicz (1964) and (1977), 
Mańczak (1970), Waugh (1982), Haspelmath (2006), etc.). Zero marking of imperatives is typologically 
widespread (cf. Bybee (1985: 173), but this feature should not occultate the fact that imperatives are 
“complex” in Brøndal’s sense. 
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identified by a proper name is defined by an infinite set of features and properties which 
set him apart from other individuals of the species, but the name points to one and only 
one individual: to sum up, the proper name bears a presupposition of uniqueness which 
is constructed as such by its very enunciation: the fact that there exist many ‘Marco’ or 
the fact that a lot of cities bear the name ‘Villanova’ is without any relevance for the 
fact that the proper name identifies in actu one object and only one. As Coseriu (1962 : 
268) puts it,  

« lo importante no es que Juan o Roma sean nombres de varios objetos, sino ‘el modo en que 
los nombres se emplean para los hablantes y se entienden por los oyentes’ : ellos pueden ser 
‘materialmente idénticos’, pero ‘pertenecen a momentos lingüísticos distintos’. En otros 
términos, los nombres propios pueden ser multívocos, pero son siempre monovalentes, no son 
nombres de ‘clase’»3.  

As a result, there is no possible synonymy with proper names, while it remains possible 
for a common name to set a list of its synonymic forms. There should not be any 
conceivable synonymic or antonymic expression for nouns like Giovanni or Milano, 
and this is due to the fact that the original bundle of properties the proper name is made 
of does not make part of an oppositive network of relations conveyed by the actual use 
of a proper name. 

The last point to be mentioned concerning proper names is the fact that 
synchronically, the bond of anthroponymic compounds with any property or any 
process is semantically diluted in favour of the direct and immediate apprehension of 
the referent via its designation. But morphologically, I will try to show that it is possible 
to identify the constitutive elements of the compound, though its analysis may be 
obscured by a whole series of parameters: for example, the opacification of the 
compound-internal structure may be due to the dialectal origin of its elements: in the 
Veneto, we find proper nouns like Basaculo ‘kiss ass’ or Basadona ‘kiss woman’, 
where the phonetics of both the verbal and the nominal elements typically is that of 
north-east Italian dialects (cf. Rohlfs (1972: 116)).  

The opacification of the compound-internal structure may also be due to a long 
phonetic evolution which dissolves the identity of the morphological units4 : a good 
example of this kind of evolution is the many variants of the name Bevilacqua ‘drink 
the water’, namely Beaqua (anno 1142), Biaqua (anno 1127), Belacqua (Dante, Purg. 
IV, 123), Bilaqua (anno 1535), etc. (Prati (1958 : 116 note 2); Kreutzer (1967: 34)). 
Needless to say, it would be nonsensical to claim that all the anthroponymic compounds 
of a given language obey a single and unique pattern of formation. It is a wellknown 
fact that proper nouns like Bentivegna (‘may good befall you’), Diotisalvi / Dietisalvi 
(‘may God save you’), Diotaiuti / Dietaiuti (anno 1271 ‘may God help you’ (Zdekauer 
(1896: 96sqq.)) or Bencivenne (anno 1257 ‘good befell us’) / Bencevenne (anno 1206) / 
Benzevenne (anno 1227) show up with a verb form which is a (3rd person sg.) 
subjunctive in the first three examples, and a third person (sg.) perfect indicative in the 
last one (cf. Federici (1907: 130, 164); Aebischer (1951: 255-256); Castellani (1956: 
55sqq.); Marcato (1996: 1190)). 
 
                                                
3 “The important thing is not that Juan or Roma be the names of various objects, but ‘the way the names 
are used by the speaker and received by the hearer: they may be ‘formally identical’, but they belong to 
distinct linguistic moments’. In other words, proper names can be plurivoque, but they are always 
monovalent, they are not ‘class’ names”.  
4 The phonetic form of a given formant can also get opacified by such ‘sporadic’ phonetic changes as 
dissimilation or haplology : this is exactly what happened with the name Bevivino ‘drink wine’, whose 
variant Bevino has lost one syllable under adjacency constraint.  
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2. The morphological nature of the Verbal element 

The first question I will try to answer concerns the nature of the verbal element of the 
compound. I shall not review all the hypotheses which have been proposed in the 
history of the Romance languages, but will merely present those which seem to me 
more important. But first, I shall present a brief overview of Italian verb morphology. 
 
2.1. Brief overview of the Italian verb morphology 

The question of the Italian verb morphology is of course a very complex one and it is 
evident that it cannot be summed up in a few words (for recent proposals, see Maiden 
(1998), Thornton (1999) among others). Stated in a rather stipulative way, the Italian 
verb can include a verbal stem, a thematic vowel (TV), an infix or a Tense Aspect 
Mood (TAM) marker, an inflectional marker, and an affix. This is summed up in (1), 
where the various elements are ordered in a rigid way: 
(1) 

[[[[[Stem] TV] Infix / TAM] Infl] Affix] 
 
Of course, the representation in (1) is a maximally specified one, and it is self-evident 
that not all the exponents need be spelled out. Take for example the present indicative 
of the first class verb cantare ‘to sing’: the 3rd person singular indicative and the 
imperative (2nd singular) forms are syncretic: [[cantStem] -aTV]. In the case of the first 
person singular, the marker -o seems attached as well to the right boundary of the stem: 
[[cantStem] -oINFL]. However, the fact that the thematic vowel and the inflectional vowel 
seem to occupy the same position only is an ‘effet d’optique’: structurally, they do not 
occupy the same slot, and it is only as a result of a flattening process that they do so. 
Instead, the structure of the 1rst person singular shoud be [[cantStem] -ØTV]-oINFL], as 
opposed to [[cantStem] -aTV]-ØINFL].  

Take on the other hand the verb pulire ‘to clean’; in this case, the thematic vowel is 
available for all persons; but here there is in addition what Italian grammars view as an 
infix which appears in all persons except the first and second plural. Without going into 
the details, suffice it to say that its function has been argued to create a columnal stress, 
or to insure arhizotonicity accross the verb paradigm. The point to be stressed is that the 
infix and the TAM markers are in complementary distribution: for example, the 
imperfect form of pulire is pulivo in the first person singular, and we see that the Tense 
marker -v- has usurped the place of the infix. The same can be said of the future form 
pulirò, where the future tense marker -r- – which is nothing else than the marker found 
in the infinitive – fills the same slot.  

I shall not enter into the details of the Italian verb morphology. Let me only add that 
a few verbs have several allomorphic variants: limiting myself to the present indicative, 
the verb andare ‘to go’ for example has three allomorphs: and-, va- and vad-5; and the 
highly suppletive verb avere ‘to have’ has four allomorphs: zero, a-, abb-, and av-. 
Another crucial point to be mentioned is that some morphological exponents may be 
involved in reanalysis phenomena: for example, the open vowel [a] that appears in the 
present indicative third person singular forms va (< andare (‘to go’)), or fa (< fare (‘to 
do’)) is not in itself a thematic vowel, but it is reanalysed as such, due to the 
paradigmatic pressure of sta, da, fa, and even canta, where this vowel does have this 

                                                
5 The verbal forms andare and fare may resort to other variants of the stem, namely v- and f-, as shown 
by the tuscan forms vo ‘I go’ and fo ‘I do’ which are analogically built according to the model of dare 
and stare (Rohlfs II, § 544: 278-279)  
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status. This process can be representated as in (2), where the stem vowel shifts into the 
thematic vowel slot: 
(2) 

[[faStem] -ØTV]-Ø INFL] → [[fStem] -aTV]-Ø INFL] 
 
Last, the vowels [e] and [i] (vs. [a] and [o]) share a fundamental structural property 

in the Italian verb morphology: both can be either an inflectional marker, or a thematic 
vowel: in other words, they cover the structural domain of the two morphological 
categories. This is particularly evident in verbs like vendere (‘to sell’) and dormire (‘to 
sleep’), where there is some kind of ‘chassé-croisé’ between the two vowels in the 
present indicative and in the imperative: while -i is an inflectional marker in vendi 
(‘(you) sell’) but a thematic vowel in dormi (‘(you) sleep’), it is just the reverse with the 
vowel -e, which is a thematic vowel in vende (‘s/he sells’) but an inflectional marker in 
dorme (‘s/he sleeps’). There is however an asymmetry between the two markers: in 
verbal forms like dormi, the thematic vowel [i] extends its scope over the inflectional 
slot, but on the other hand, the thematic vowel [e] of forms like vende does not qualify 
as an inflectional marker: it cannot fill the inflectional slot because the third person 
marker is semantically a zero, corresponding roughly to the negation of ‘I’ as well as of 
‘You’, hence the redundant value of its exponent (cf. Kuryłowicz (1966-67)). 
Interestingly, the mid vowel [e] also appears in nouns like pane (‘bread’), mare (‘sea’), 
amore (‘love’), etc… where it can be dropped in some given contexts (cf. pan di 
spagna (‘sponge-cake’), mar nero / mediterraneo (‘Black / Mediterranean Sea’), amor 
di patria (‘love of the country’), etc.); the same holds for infinitival verbs, where the 
final -e can be dropped in complex predicates (cf. far male (‘hurt’), aprir bocca (‘say a 
word’), prender sonno (‘fall asleep’), etc…). The question whether this -e should be 
considered an epenthetic vowel is far beyond the aim of this contribution; let us simply 
oberve that the vowel -i in the verbal morphology is clearly endowed with the value of a 
second person singular marker, while it is doubtful whether -e should really be 
considered a person marker6. 
Without entering into further details, let us now review some of the most salient 
proposals concerning the nature of the verbal element of Italian verb-noun compounds.   

2.2. The imperative hypothesis 

It is an old idea that the Italian V-N compounds resort to the imperative and that the 
expression following the first part of the compound is not any kind of expression but 
the direct object of the verb or a modal which modifies the verb. The result is some kind 
of incorporation of the noun with the governing verb. For example, Fanfani (1864: 623) 
states that “Molti nomi che indicano o consuetudine o vizio, il popolo gli forma con la 
voce dell'imperativo, e col nome sostantivo per es.: Mangiafagiuoli, Rubacuori, 
Mozzorecchi, Commettimale, Cacadubbi, Cacaruspi, Cascamorto, Leccafrullone, 
Sputapane, Sputapepe, e cosí in infinito.”7 

One of the most influential ‘defenders’ of the imperative hypothesis was Diez, who 
clearly pointed out the syntactic origin of these compounds, hence the title of the 
chapter devoted to this kind of word formation: ‘composition par phrase’ – Satznamen 
                                                
6 Interestingly, it should be pointed out that the vowel [i] qualifies as an epenthetic vowel in Italian (cf. 
expressions such as per iscritto, per istrada, in Ispagna, per ischerzo, pissicologo, etc. (cf. Rohlfs (1966: 
255ff.)). 
7 « Many names expressing habits or defects are formed by people using the word in the imperative 
accompanied with the substantive, for instance Mangiafagiuoli, Rubacuori, Mozzorecchi, Commettimale, 
Cacadubbi, Cacaruspi, Cascamorto, Leccafrullone, Sputapane, Sputapepe, and so on. » 
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in the German terminology. Diez thus analyzes the verbal element involved in the 
Italian compounds not as a third person singular, but as an imperative (2sg), a view that 
will be held by other romanists and indo-europeanists of the XIXth and XXth centuries. 
Among these, Darmesteter (1894) deserves a special mention because of its influential 
comparative study. I shall not present Darmesteter’s in depth analysis because it is 
roughly the same as that of Diez’s. The point to be stressed is Darmesteter’s attention to 
the Romance verb morphology: if French doesn’t allow us to identify inequivocably the 
nature of the first part of V-N compounds, the morphological richness of other 
Romance verb systems is more likely to give us a more precise idea of the structural 
make-up of these compounds. Actually, for Darmesteter as well, the Italian data clearly 
support the imperative hypothesis. As shown in Table 1, the Italian second and third 
conjugations clearly distinguish the indicative and the imperative (cf. Napoli & Vogel 
(1990)): 

 
 1st conjugation: 

amare 
2nd conjugation: 

battere 
3rd conjugation: 

dormire 
3rd conjugation: 

pulire 

Present Indicative (2sg) ami batti dormi pulisci 

Present Indicative (3sg) ama batte dorme pulisce 

Imperative (2sg) ama batti dormi pulisci 

First part of V-N ama batti dormi pulisci 
Tableau 1. 

As is clear from Tableau 1, the matching between the familiar imperative form and 
the base used for compounding across conjugation classes is absolute. In addition to this 
morphological criterion, Darmesteter assumes that the verb form is endowed with a 
volitional value which is still transparent in proper names like Boileau, Bevilacqua, etc.  

When the referent of the verb-noun compound is an inanimate object, it is assumed 
that an order is given to the object refered to by the compound (cf. such compounds as 
essuie-mains / asciugamani ‘hand-towel’, porte-feuille / portafogli ‘wallet’, etc.). In 
common nouns like batticuore (‘heart-pounding’), for which the nominal element of the 
compound is the unique argument of the verb, it would have the status of a Vocative, 
and the noun “cuore” (‘heart’) would thus refer to the entity picked out and addressed in 
the appeal act (cf. Schulze (1868: 13); Meyer-Lübke (1895: 632)).  

Although metaphoric and metonymic processes are indeed essential in language, it 
does not seem necessary here to posit a priori any prosopopoeia at the basis of the word 
formation process. All we need – and this is the position that will be held in the 
following paragraphs – is to assume that the imperative form traceable in 
anthroponymic compounds has been reanalyzed as a bare stem. In fact, the analysis of 
the first part of V-N compounds as a bare stem is one of the most influential proposed 
in the past and has been put forth in much recent times by many authors.  
 
2.3. The ‘verbal stem’ hypothesis 

First of all, we should recall that the debate about the compound nouns was initiated 
in the nineteenth century, in the ‘golden age’ of the comparative grammar of the Indo-
European languages, and this historical background has many consequences for the 
kind of analysis to which the phenomenon under examination has been subject. The 
verbal stem hypothesis has been argued for by Raoul Boucherie (1876: 268-270) 
among others, who comes round to the opinion of Friedrich August Pott: the first 
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element of V-N compounds cannot be an imperative form, it is a bare stem. The first 
argument put forward in favour of this hypothesis is a formal one: the verbal element of 
V-N compounds does not show up with any inflectional specification. It is an abstract 
notional entity deprived of any sign of actualization (cf. Benveniste (1966: 104)). On 
the other hand, a large number of inanimate objects are designated by a verb-noun 
compound, and we saw that it is not conceivable that an order be addressed to these 
objects (cf. De la Grasserie (1907: 51sqq.)). For example, no order could be given to 
objects like spaventapasseri ‘scarecrow’ or pulisciorecchi ‘earpick’; hence, this 
semantic feature would make the ‘imperative’ hypothesis irrelevant (see as well 
Pagliaro (1930), Pisani (1933), Vogel (1993), Vogel & Napoli (1995), Ralli (2008), 
etc.). 

Nielsen (2002: 93) also holds the view that the first part of V-N compounds should 
be analyzed as a bare stem, because “(...) an imperative is totally misplaced in a 
nominal compound”, and the same objection would apply to deverbal nouns such as 
battitore “batter” or portatore “carrier”. We shall return later on the question of the 
relationship between agent nouns and V-N compounds. Let us observe for the moment 
that the identity between the first member of compounds and the morphological base of 
derived action / agent nouns is far from being absolute. The base of nouns like 
prevenzione (‘prevention’), trattenimento (‘entertainment’), contenitore (‘container’), 
produttore (‘producer’), etc. clearly is different from that of V-N compounds like 
previeni-infarto (‘prevent-infarct’), trattieni grassi (‘retain fats’), contieni documenti 
(‘contain documents’), (birra) produci latte ((beer) ‘produce milk’), and may be argued 
to belong to an older stratum of the morphological system (see as well the case of 
compounds like pettirosso (‘redbreast’), capinera (‘blackcap’), etc. discussed by 
Zamboni (1999)). Therefore it is not sure whether the same “rule” should account for 
these different morphological processes: the former type of compounds is much more 
akin to a syntactic construct than the just mentioned derived nouns, though of course 
the major part of compounds doesn’t show anymore any connection with their syntactic 
source, thus illustrating a morphologization process which may turn a syntactic unit 
into a morphological stem. 

Actually, it seems that the verbal stem analysis of V-N compounds is due to an 
inaccurate analysis of the formal properties of its first element and to a 
misunderstanding concerning the role of semantics. Concerning the first point, 
Darmesteter (1894: 185-186, footnote 2) rightly observes that Boucherie’s “verbal 
stem” analysis unsufficiently pays attention to the Italian second conjugation whose 
thematic vowel is -e, while the final vowel of the first element of V-N compounds is -i 
(see Tableau 1 above). This is even more problematic for the third conjugation verbs 
endowed with affix -isc- : a form like pul-isc-i (‘clean’) cannot be said to be a “bare 
stem”, unless we deprive of any relevance the notion “verb stem”. 

As far as semantics is concerned, it must of course be taken into account in order to 
decide whether some phonetic string must be considered a compound or not. But it 
should be born in mind that the semantic unity of a compound is a matter of gradience, 
and that it is only the final point of a long semantic and morphosyntactic process which 
turns two independent entities into one (cf. Daneš (1966)). In this context, we should 
keep in mind the crucial observation of Brugmann (1886/1972: 4-5), according to 
whom “no hard and fast line can be drawn between a phrase or group of words 
connected in some syntactical relation, and a compound8. Moreover, it has long been 

                                                
8 See also Paul (1891: 371ff.). 
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recognized that the semantic content of the compound elements, and especially their 
semantic relationship, show a great deal of variation and that it cannot be predicted a 
priori: everything shows that this kind of relationship is highly underspecified (cf. 
Coseriu (1981: 5ff.)). Therefore, although semantics must of course be taken into 
account, it is not certain whether semantics must be regarded as the chief criterion for 
the identification of the morphological nature of the compound elements.  

To take a wellknown example, the first element surfacing in (at least some) French -
ment adverbials clearly shows up as the relic of an old gender specification: 
craintivement (‘timorously’), fraîchement (‘freshly’), ouvertement (‘openly’), 
honteusement (‘shamefully’), etc. As a matter of fact, it would be non-sensical to claim 
that the connection with the corresponding feminine adjectives is purely casual; but at 
the same time, there is no reason synchronically to assign any semantic motivation to 
the choice of a surface form which is basically feminine. In theses cases, it can be said 
that the feminine variant of the adjective has acquired the status of a purely 
morphological base for derivation. To use Kuryłowicz’ (1977: 10) crucial distinction, 
the structural basis (“fondement structural”) for derivation is the feminine, though of 
course the masculine semantically is basic (“fondement sémantique”). It may be noted 
that the hypothesis to be discussed in the next section is likewise rooted in semantics. 
 

2.4. Agent nouns and V-N compounds: Bisetto (1999) 

An interesting hypothesis put forth by Bisetto (1999) is that Italian V-N compounds 
are in fact N-N compounds whose first element is an agent noun of the -tore type. As a 
matter of fact, a compound like rompiscatole “nuisance” may allow an interpretation 
very close to that of the phrase rompitore di scatole. The compound noun would thus 
have the structure V[+tore] N, with the suffix -tore deleted (cf. Bisetto (1999)). For lack 
of space, this hypothesis cannot be discussed in detail. In its spirit however, this 
hypothesis is not very different from that of Graffi’s (1996), who posits an “empty 
suffix” in order to explain the imperative morphology of -ere verb class.  

It has been pointed out by one of the reviewers that Bisetto’s analysis may be 
excluded for those verbs that appear in V-N compounds but do not allow semantically 
the -tore suffixation. Though we didn’t find such examples, we may mention V-adv 
compounds like Vaipiano (‘go slow’) or Faibene (‘do well’), for which there doesn’t 
seem to be corresponding agent nouns (cf. *Va(i)tore), or for which the agent noun 
would select another morphological base (cf. andatore “goer”, facitore / fattore 
“maker”). Conversely, we may observe that many -tore agent nouns are attested 
without any V-N counterpart: this is the case of sciatore “skier” (< sciare), or 
dormitore “sleeper” (< dormire) among others. More crucially, as pointed out earlier, it 
is noteworthy that the stressed syllable of agent nouns like tenitore “holder” doesn’t 
show the diphthongization of the tonic vowel, while such diphthongization is observed 
in compounds such as (porta) tienitutto ((door) hold everything). The same observation 
holds for many other compounds such as sostieniseno “brassière”, where the verbal 
form cleary is different from the base of the agent noun sostenitore “upholder” (cf. 
Rainer (2001: 390)). From a syntactic point of view, if we consider that a compound 
noun like rompiscatole is derived from the phrase rompitore di scatole, we should 
assume that deletion involves not only the agent suffix, but also the preposition. 

Needless to say, more serious arguments should be adduced as evidence of the fact 
that such a cascade of deletions is involved in the formation of the compound. On more 
general grounds, the main question to be asked is whether we need to assume the 
existence of a suffix (be it empty or not), in order to explain the shape of the first 
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element of V-N compounds. In our view, such a suffix is not necessary, nor is it 
economic. Furthermore, it will fail to account for the case of action nouns like 
rompimento (‘breaking’), where we can hardly postulate the existence of -tore before 
the suffix -mento. 

2.5. The ‘3rd person’ (singular present indicative) hypothesis 

The semantic structure of compounds has led various researchers to state that the 
morphological basis for verb-noun compounds is neither the imperative, nor the bare 
stem, but the third person of the present indicative. This is for example the opinion of 
Cesare Poma (1914: 7) concerning compound proper names9. As a matter of fact, 
Cesare Poma states that putting aside augurative compounds, most surname compounds 
can be taken to involve the (3rd sg.) present indicative as a base, not the imperative, in 
as much as they result from an habitual action. In other words, given that proper names 
refer to some property or to a set of properties typically associated with a given 
individual, we would expect these properties to be permanent ones or at least recurrent 
ones; hence the verbal form of anthroponymic compounds should be a third person 
singular of the present indicative. Once again, the choice of the third person indicative 
as the morphological unit involved in verb-noun compounds is not made on 
morphological grounds, but on semantic ones: more specifically, the identification of 
the morphological unit is inferred from the semantic paraphrase of the compound: for 
example, from a name like Mazzagalli (‘kill-cocks’), it will be inferred that it is built on 
the present indicative stem, only because of the paraphrase ‘the one who kills cocks’. 
The problem is that this paraphrase is only one among many others. Therefore there is 
no reason a priori to favour this reading. Furthermore, if we take into account the 
morphological make-up of the verbal component, it must be recognized that the third 
person hypothesis has to face various questions: in compounds like Vinciguerra / 
Vinciguerre “win war(s)” (anno 1208 (Santini (1895: 171)), we find a verbal form of 
the second conjugation whose third person singular is vince in the present indicative, 
and not vinci. This does not mean, of course, that proper nouns like Vinceguerra are not 
attested: indeed they are attested, but they are much less frequent than the Vinciguerra 
type; furthermore, in Old Tuscan, -e was indeed the normal ending for 2 sg. imperatives 
(except Florentine which had the -i ending (Castellani (1956: 66)); thus the form vince 
per se does not invalidate the imperative hypothesis.  

In order to explain the Vinciguerra type, few solutions are available: take either the 
bare stem or the third person singular form, that is to say vince, and write a two-step 
rule of deletion / insertion, or invoke a Vowel Raising Rule, in the spirit of Vogel 
(1993) and Vogel & Napoli (1995)10. Needless to say, this kind of rule is a purely ad 
hoc device we can easily dispense with if we accept the idea that a) first, the 
morphological make-up of an expression can be the result of rules that are no longer 
active in the present stage of the language; in other words, certain configurations can be 
interpreted as the frozen relic of previously active rules and schemata; b) second, a 
given structural pattern can be activated and produce series of paradigms regardless of 
the semantic value of the involved items: that is to say, once established in the system, 
a given pattern can spread over series, and its extension can be such that it opacifies the 
                                                
9 As predecessors of the third person (singular present indicative) we can mention Meunier (1875) and 
Butet (1801). 
10 It could be argued as well, as suggested by one of the reviewers, that the final vowel of the first 
element of the compound is epenthetic. This solution doesn’t seem to us economic; more importantly, it 
has the undesirable drawback to lead to the conclusion that the relationship between the verb forms and 
the first element of these compounds is purely casual.  
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initial semantic motivation underlying the pattern. This in turn implies a relaxing of the 
strict correspondence between semantic and morphological information (cf. on this 
point Maiden (2007)). As Rainer (2001: 390-391) puts it, « the simplest statement about 
the form of the first element of the (italian) verb-noun compounds would thus be that it 
is borrowed from the informal singular imperative. Few linguists who have tackled this 
problem over the last few years, however, have resorted to this simple solution (see, 
however, Thornton 1990: 179). The reason is the - generally tacit - assumption that 
form and function have to be perfectly isomorphic in word-formation. (...) ». 

From our point of view, this is precisely what holds with the Italian verb-noun 
compounds. Thus, we shall see that the imperative hypothesis rightly accounts for the 
morphological make-up of the Italian verb-noun compounds, provided we realize that 
the initial stage of its development may be no longer transparent in the modern 
language, where it appears as frozen, especially in non anthroponymic compounds. 
 
3. Aspects of the ‘Imperative hypothesis’ 

Before reviewing the positive arguments in favour of the ‘Imperative hypothesis’, 
let me first give a few indications concerning the morphological properties of the 2sg. 
imperatives. It is a well known fact that crosslinguistically, one of its most salient 
morphological properties is the absence of any TAM and person features. Thus very 
often, the Imperative is a bare stem, and when it is not a bare stem, it bears very few 
morphological specifications (cf. Pott (1859: 613)). When the imperatives do bear some 
specifications, these are not infrequently the same as that of the present indicative (cf. 
Floricic (2007)): as a matter of fact, we have in both cases a minimally specified form 
which is morphologically unmarked.  

The analogy between the present indicative and the imperative goes even farther: in 
some languages, the forms of the imperative overlap with the paradigm of the present 
indicative, a point which is perfectly understandable, if we bear in mind that an order 
can be executed only in the temporal interval which opens at the zero point of the 
speech act (cf. Kurylowicz (1964)). Now, if we turn back to the morphological features 
of the imperative, we can give it a representation which corresponds roughly to what 
we have in (3), where [M] stands for the verbal stem, [f] for the thematic vowel slot, the 
first Ø for the absence of TAM specifications, and the last one for the absence of person 
specification: 
(3) 

[[MSTEM] [fTV] [ØTAM] [ØP]] = The imperative is a form endowed with an empty morph 
(the thematic vowel (cf. Hockett (1947: 337)), but without person specifications, 
nor TAM markers 

 
If we take a form like the imperative canta from cantare (‘to sing’), the representation 
will be something like (4): cant- is the verbal stem, -a the thematic vowel, and the two 
zeroes stand for the lack of TAM and person / number features (cf. Lemaréchal (1997)). 
Incidentally, it may be noted that there is a morphological correspondence between the 
third person sg. of the present indicative, and the second person of the imperative. 
(4) 

[[kantSTEM] [-aTV] [Ø TAM] [Ø P]] 
 
The link between the present indicative and the second person imperative is more 
transparent in verbs like pulire (‘to clean’), where the bare stem is puli-, while the 
present indicative and the imperative both show up with the reflex of the Latin infix 
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-sc-., plus the second person singular marker –i:, hence pulisci, whose representation is 
given in (5)11: 
(5) 
 [[pulSTEM] [-iTV] 
  | 

 [-isc- Infix] [Ø TAM] [-iP]] 
 
Of course, the same can be said about verbs like vendere (‘to sell’), whose third person 
singular of the present indicative and whose bare stem is vende, while the imperative is 
vendi. In this case too, the second person (sg) of the imperative is formally syncretic 
with the second person (sg) of the present indicative: 
(6) 

[[vendSTEM] [Ø TV] [Ø TAM] [-i P]] 
 

 
As shown in (6), the slots of the TAM marker and of the thematic vowel being empty, it 
can be filled by the inflectional marker, thus providing the structural position 
immediately on the right of the verb stem with the person exponent. Now, these two 
classes of verbs are crucial for the demonstration that the morphological entity involved 
in verb-noun compounds is not a bare stem (contra Vogel & Napoli (1995)), but an 
inflected form reanalysed as a bare morphological unit. It is precisely these classes of 
verbs which have led some comparativists to the conclusion that the verbal element of 
verb-noun compounds indeed is an imperative. Let us now review the main points of 
this hypothesis.  
 

3.1. The ‘freezing’ of a syntactic construct 

It has long been recognized that frequency of use and routinization processes can lead 
from free syntax to compound or derived forms; one of the most striking examples is 
that of -mente adverbs, which arose from the crystallization of an adjective plus the 
noun mente ‘mind’ (cf. Lehmann (2002)). Apart from this well known example, we 
have whole series of adverbs and pronouns which arose from the fusion of free forms 
through routinization and “mechanization”, to use the expression of Wegener (1883): 
think of the French indefinite pronouns quelqu’un (‘someone’), quelque chose 
(‘something’), quelconque (‘any’), chacun (‘each one’), etc. and of adverbs like 
toujours (‘always’), pourtant (‘nevertheless’), longtemps (‘(for) a long time’), parfois 
(‘sometime’), partout (‘everywhere’), aujourd’hui (‘today’), etc… From this point of 
view, and despite Corbin (1992) and (1997), the case of the anthroponymic verb-noun 
compounds only is one of many examples of this fundamental process of lexicalization 

                                                
11 The aim of the representation in (5) is to account for the ambivalent status of the vowel [i]: at the same 
time thematic vowel and part of the infix, showing thus a kind of structure which is reminiscent of 
coalescence. According to Ricca (2008) corpus study, -isci- VN compounds would be unproductive in 
Italian. Interestingly, some V-N compounds involving verbs of the pulire (“to clean”) type show some 
variation within a stem-like and an imperative-like formant : for instance, pulimano (‘hand towel’) is 
found alongside with puliscimano, hence showing some kind of allomorphy of the verb stem. However, 
this kind of allomorphy only is available for a small class of compounds, and the selection of the 
pulimano variant probably is phonologically-driven, in so far as [puli], as a syllabic trochee, satisfies 
some kind of Foot binarity constraint: many other examples could be adduced to illustrate this preference 
for bisyllabic verb bases (for other examples see Thornton (2007: 254ff.)). According to Ralli (2008), the 
compound-internal vowel would be (on the way to become) a compound marker. Though appealing, this 
hypothesis still has to explain the presence of the -isc- infix which surfaces in the puliscimano type 
compounds. 
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(cf. Bally (1922: 6); (1944: 148); Bauer (1978); Lehmann (2004); Sauer (2004), etc.), a 
process which is evolutive / dynamic in nature and which does not allow any clearcut 
separation between a group of individual words and a single word formed with various 
free / bound forms (cf. Daneš (1966) and (1971)). 
 
3.2. The arguments in favour of the Imperative hypothesis 

If common nouns do not provide us with any clear evidence for the syntactic origin 
of verb-noun compounds, the anthroponymic ones do support the original syntactic 
nature of these compounds. One of the first researchers who investigated the Italian 
anthroponymic verb-noun compounds is Flechia (1877-78), who points out a crucial 
property of these Italian compounds: first, they display a verbal form which is 
morphologically a second person singular imperative, and we saw in the preceding 
paragraphs that one of its most salient properties is its being zero inflected or minimally 
inflected12. Second, when the noun fulfils the function of direct object, it can appear 
with an initial consonant which seems to be at first glance that of the determiner: the 
examples of Flechia are Batti-l'-oro (‘beat-the-gold’), Becca-l'-osso (peck-the-bone’), 
Bevi-l'-acqua (‘drink-the-water’), Caccia-l'-oste (‘hunt-the-army’), Canta-la-messa 
(‘sing-the-mass’), Fa'-l'-immagini (‘make-the-images’), Fa-la-guerra (‘make-the-
war’), Fa-l'-orso (‘make-the-bear’), Guazza-l'-otri13, Guida-l'-oste (‘guide-the-army’), 
Mazza-l'-orso (‘kill-the-bear’), Mazza-l'-omo (‘kill-the-man’), Pitta-l'-uga / Picca-l’-
uga (‘peck-the-grapes’), Salva-l'-anima (‘save-the-soul’), Spezza-l'-asta (/ Spessa-
l’asta ‘break-the-lance’), Taglia-la-tela (‘cut-the-cloth’), Taglia-'l-melo (‘cut the apple-
tree’), and it is possible to mention many other nouns of this kind. 
Now, the first question to be raised concerns the nature of the initial consonant of the 
object noun: is it an epenthetic consonant, or is it a definite determiner? 
 
3.2.1. The V-l(v)-N compounds: determiner or epenthetic consonant? 

It is rather striking that many anthroponymic verb-noun compounds are provided 
with a consonant when the noun has an initial vowel: for example Batti-l'-oro, Becca-l'-
osso, Bevi-l'-acqua, Caccia-l'-oste, Fa'-l'-immagini, etc, hence the question as to 
whether this consonant must be viewed as an epenthetic segment inserted in order to 
avoid hiatus. As is clear from our examples however, we can mention many compounds 
where the consonant do not solve any hiatus: such examples are Canta-la-messa or Fa-
la-guerra, where the string LA (vs. LO, LE, etc.) is selected because the following 
noun is feminine; from this point of view, this string is nothing else than the definite 
article (cf. Marcato (1996)). Furthermore, in other cases, the inserted consonant 
complexifies the syllabic structure of the compound: in forms like Taglia-l-melo (‘cut 
the apple-tree’), Abbatti-l-toro (‘kill the bull’ (Poma (1914: 7))) or Premi-l-cuore 
(‘press-the-heart’) / Premi-l-core14 (Skok (1911: 46); Kreutzer (1967: 140)), the 
consonant provides the verb final syllable with a coda, a point which would be 
unexplainable on phonological grounds. As a consequence, it is clear that these 

                                                
12 It is evident that the first element of V-N compounds doesn’t surface with the intonational contour of 
the imperative, nor does the verbal form refer to a process expected to be executed by an agent. 
13 See as well Guazzagliotri, Guazzalotti, Guizzaliotri (< Guazalotis), etc (cf. Poma (1910: 16)). 
14 The noun Premilcore / Premilcuore is an example in point of the complexity of these compounds. The 
expressions Castro Plano Mercurii and Plamercorio are mentioned in old charts of the XIIth century. In 
the following times, the name changes into Premalcorio and Primalcore: a remotivation process would 
thus have led to the actual form Premilcuore (cf. Sauer (2004)). Needless to say, for such a process to 
have taken place, the pattern it is modeled on must have been salient enough to give rise to this very 
designation.  
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compounds contain a noun with a determiner, and it is clear as well that these 
compounds invalidate the common assumption according to which verb-noun 
compounds are built on uninflected abstract entities, such as the verbal or the nominal 
stem15: many anthroponymic compounds involve morphological entities which are not 
unspecified, and which show up with both morphological and syntactical specifications. 
In other words, the noun in the examples mentioned above is not a virtual notion, but an 
actualized entity.  

The point to bear in mind is that not all anthroponymic compounds obey the same 
principle of formation, and more importantly, not all the anthroponymic compounds are 
created at the same moment of the language evolutionary process, or in the same 
linguistic community. It follows that we have a first stratum of formations in which the 
imperative is quite transparent morphologically and semantically, and secondary strata 
of analogical formations. Take for example the name Prendilacqua (‘take the water’): 
morphologically, the first element of the noun cannot be a verbal stem because, as we 
just saw, the verbal stem would be prende, which corresponds to the third singular 
present indicative. Semantically, the present indicative hypothesis doesn’t seem to 
work, because in this case, the original sentence would have had a descriptive / 
constative value that it cannot have: in other words, a sentence like ‘you take the water’ 
can hardly describe an actual state of affairs, because of the second person marker on 
the verb. The only available interpretation is a volitive one, that is an interpretation in 
which the verb expresses an order or a wish directed to the addressee. But of course, 
from the fact that many anthroponymic verb-noun compounds involve an imperative in 
the naming process of a given referent, it does not follow that all the verb-noun 
compounds, in all the periods of the history of language are created in such a way. All 
we need is to assume that an extension or spreading process took place, and that the 
anthroponymic compounds form one of the starting points of this extension process (cf. 
Prati (op. cit.); Lindner (2003), (2005)). Now, the question is: what are the structural 
conditions which have favoured the choice of the imperative in compounds where 
semantically there is no reason to select this form? In other words, in all the non 
anthroponymic compounds where there doesn’t seem to be any volitive dimension as 
well as in the compounds referring to inanimate objects, what would be the reason or 
the impulse for choosing the imperative as a stem? 

 
3.2.2. ‘Holes in the pattern’ and reanalysis 

In order to answer these questions, it should be remembered that the informal 
imperative often is a form endowed with an empty morph – the thematic vowel – but 
without person specifications, nor TAM markers. We should also bear in mind that 
within the most productive Italian verb class (cf. (8)), the stem is endowed with a 
thematic vowel but no personal ending:  
(8) 

[[kantSTEM] [-a TV] [Ø TAM] [Ø P]] 
 

                                                
15 Verb-determiner-Noun compounds are mainly found outside the core of the lexical stock of the 
language (i.e. in Toponyms, Zoonyms, Anthroponyms, etc). However, some of these compounds can also 
be found in Italian common names (see battiloro ‘gold-beater’, strizzalocchio ‘wink’, etc. (cf. Ricca 
(2005: 480, fn. 16)), showing evident violations of such “rules” or “constraints” as the No Phrase 
Constraint (i.e. words are built on a base of words and bound morphemes, not on phrases) or the 
Generalized Lexicalist Hypothesis (i.e. No syntactic rule can refer to elements of morphological structure 
(cf. Botha (1983) and Lapointe (1980)). 
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Given the saliency and productivity of this verb class and given that the only exponent 
after the verb stem is a thematic vowel, it is not difficult for an imperative form like 
prendi “take!” to be reanalysed as a stem containing no person marker but containing a 
thematic vowel16. Interestingly, among the Verb-Noun compounds contained in the 
GRADIT, 81,4% are found in the most productive verb class in -are, while the verbs in 
-ere / -ire serve as basis of the remaining 18,6% (cf. Ricca (2005: 470-471)). Thus, for 
a verbal form like prendi, we would have the process described in (9): 
(9) 

[[prendSTEM] [ØTV] [ØTAM] [-iP]] → [[prendSTEM] [-iTV] [Ø TAM] [Ø P]] 
 

 
In the case of V-N compounds, it could be assumed that reanalysis has turned an 
imperative form into a morphomic unit, that is, a purely morphological entity void of 
any specific semantic content (Aronoff (1994: 25)). The notion of morphome may 
however occultate the crucial fact that we are dealing with a process – reanalysis – 
which is fundamentally evolutive in nature, and the “morphomic” stage only is the end 
point of this process. As a matter of fact, it can be recalled with Koch (1995: 60sqq.) 
that morphological paradigms can be restructured on the basis of the imperative (2d sg.) 
taken as a stem. The example of the verb ed- “eat” in Attic Greek would offer an 
illustration of such a restructuring based on the morphological zero associated with 
imperatives (see Pisani (1933: 260)):  
(10) 
 Homeric Attic 
Imperative es-thi “eat!” esthi-e 
Present 1Sg ed-ō esthi-ō 
Present 2Sg ed-eis esthi-eis 
Present 3Sg ed-ei esthi-ei 
Infinitive ed-menai esthi-ein 
Future 1Sg ed-o-mai ed-o-mai 
(Koch (1995: 60)) 
 
The paradigm in (10) clearly shows that the Attic Greek verb paradigm was created 
using the imperative inflected form (esthi) as a zero-inflected stem (esthi-Ø), following 
a path reminiscent of that involving the third person (sg.) perfect forms in Spanish and 
Occitan (cf. Bybee et Brewer (1980: 210))17. The same kind of reanalysis can be said to 
have turned the Italian imperative (2nd sg) into a stem, thus obscurating the initial 

                                                
16 It should be recalled that a similar process of reanalysis holds with verbs like fare (< lat. facĕre), where 
the vowel -a- has been reanalyzed as a thematic vowel, while the original thematic vowel is -e-. The 
structural proximity between the imperative (2sg.) and the stem also explains why plural forms do not 
seem to be allowed as first member of V-N compounds: as marked forms, plurals are not likely to form 
an optimal base for word formation. Moreover, if we assume that anthroponymic V-N compounds arise 
as the cristallization of a given scenario or state of affairs prototypically associated with a given 
individual, we shall not expect this scenario or this state of affairs to apply jointly to a set of individuals, 
nor shall we expect the notion or entity refered to by the noun to be undiscriminatingly picked out by an 
indefinite article (cf. *Beviunaqua vs. Bevilacqua, *Battiunoro vs. Battiloro, *Alzaunpede vs. Alzalpede, 
*Dormaunfuoco vs. Dormalfuoco, etc.)). 
17 In the case of Spanish and Occitan, it is assumed that reanalysis crucially relies on frequency effects 
(Bybee & Brewer (1980: 226-227)), in so far as the perfect would seem to show the highest frequency 
rate after the present indicative. As for imperatives, it is not sure whether frequency should be viewed as 
the “déclencheur” of reanalysis. Koch (op. cit.) points out that early acquisition of the imperative, 
coupled with high frequency of certain verb forms, may well be responsible for its reanalysis as a stem on 
which morphological innovations may be built (cf. as well Maiden (2007)). 
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motivation underlying the old V-N anthroponymic compounds. As Tekavčić (1980: 
141) puts it, there is no doubt that we are dealing with an original imperative form 
whose volitional value has been lost with time, so that « (...) l'elemento verbale viene 
oggi sentito come un tema verbale non attualizzato, in cui le desinenze sono un resto 
dello status primario » (“the verbal element is felt today as a non actualized verb stem 
whose inflectional markers are a relic of the old primary status” (see as well Prati 
(1958:102)). 

In addition, we saw before that when we compare Italian verb morphology with 
Latin, we immediately notice a very important difference: as shown in (11), the Latin 
verbal forms have a thematic vowel thorough the whole paradigm, while this is not the 
case in Italian, where the thematic structure of the verb is at best defective18:  
(11) 

Latin verbal structure 
 

stem       TV         infl.   stem        TV        infl.   
 am-ā-re     tim-ē-re 
am-         -Ø-        -ō    tim-         -e-         -ō 
am-         -ā-         -s    tim-         -ē-         -s 
am-         -ă-         -t    tim-         -ĕ-         -s 
am-         -ā-         -mŭs   tim-         -ē-         -mŭs 
am-         -ā-         -tĭs    tim-         -ē-      -tĭs 
am-         -a-         -nt    tim-         -e-      -nt 
 
stem       TV         infl.   stem        TV        infl. 
 leg-e-re     d-ă-re 
leg-        -Ø-      -ō       d-         -Ø-        -ō 
leg-        -i-        -s       d-         -ā-         -s 
leg-        -i-        -t       d-         -ă-         -t 
leg-        -i-        -mŭs       d-         -ă-         -mŭs 
leg-        -i-        -tĭs       d-         -ă-      -tĭs 
leg-        -u-       -nt       d-         -ă-      -nt 
 
stem       TV         infl.   stem        TV        infl.   
 aud-ī-re     cap-ĕ-re 
aud-        -i-        -ō    cap-         -i-         -ō 
aud-        -ī-        -s    cap-         -ĭ-         -s 
aud-        -ĭ-        -t    cap-         -ĭ-         -t 

                                                
18 To take just two examples, the present Indicative of verb forms like vendere (‘to sell’) and cantare (‘to 
sing’) shows up with a thematic vowel which respectively surfaces in 2 and 3 of the six forms of the 
paradigm : 
 vendere       cantare 
stem TV infl. affix    stem TV infl. affix 
vend -Ø -o     cant -Ø -o 
vend -Ø -i     cant -Ø -i 
vend -e -Ø     cant -a -Ø 
vend -Ø -iamo     cant -Ø -iamo 
vend -e -te     cant -a -te 
vend -Ø -o- -no    cant -a -Ø -no 
 
We shall take the plural ending -no to be an affix attached to the right-hand boundary of vend-o and cant-
a (for a discussion, see Spagnoletti & Dominicy (1992)).  
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aud-        -ī-        -mŭs    cap-         -ĭ-         -mŭs 
aud-        -ī-        -tĭs    cap-         -ĭ-      -tĭs 
aud-        -i-        -unt    cap-         -i-      -unt 
 
The point is that the rise of the imperative as a base for compounding is 
morphologically grounded, although, of course, the morphology is not the whole story. 
As Lloyd (1966: 260-261) pointed out, it is a structural hole in the word formation 
system at its initial stage that has been filled by expressive formations involving the 
imperative as a base. The other salient fact is that the morphological grounding of verb-
noun compounds implies a relative degree of idiosyncrasy: that is to say, the choice of 
the imperative as a stem is at least in part governed by the nature of the Italian verbal 
system and by its particular evolution from Latin. In turn, this implies that what is valid 
for Italian may not be so for other Romance languages, merely because of the language-
specific anchoring of the verbal morphology (cf. Rainer (2001: 390-391))19: see for 
example the question of stress, the question of thematic vowels, the question of infixal 
elements, etc. As is well known, many morphological phenomena are prosodically-
conditioned, and of course, the prosodic conditions on morphological structure are 
highly language specific. 

Now, there is a last point to be investigated, namely, the nature and characteristics 
of the naming process as such and the question of endo-exocentricity. 

 
3.3. Naming process and the endo- / exocentricity question 

Any object or individual can be identified via different naming processes. As noted 
above, entities or objects may be identified via the designation of properties or qualities 
(originally) associated with a given individual; we have mentioned earlier proper names 
like Lungo ‘long’, Piccolo ‘little’, Grande ‘tall’, Biondi ‘blond’, Bruni ‘brown’, etc., 
with a clearly adjectival origin, originating as qualifications of a given individual. 
There is also a set of entities or objects, which are identified via the designation of a 
phenomenon or process which takes place in a recurrent way, or which is prototypically 
associated with some individual or object. For example, an object used for opening the 
mouth can be named apribocca ‘open mouth’, and the two elements of the compound 
respectively refer to the process, and to the object affected by it, in a prototypical 
situation. But of course, as a name identifying a given referent, apribocca is not a name 
of process but a name of object, and the scenario it involves, only is part of its semantic 
instruction (that is to say, ‘something which is used to open the mouth’). As a 
consequence, the name apribocca is of course not to be analysed as an order given to an 
object, nor as a description of an event; but morphologically, the verbal element of the 
compound is but an imperative form used and reanalyzed as an uninflected stem.  

                                                
19 Koenig (1953: 14) observes that “there are no spanish names corresponding to the widely distributed 
French and Italian forms Boileau, Bevilacqua, Taillefer, Tagliaferro, Boivin, etc.” It is of course outside 
the scope of this paper to discuss the question of Spanish anthroponyms. Though Spanish seems to resort 
mainly to the third person singular (present indicative) in V-N compounds (cf. Rainer (op. cit.)), it is 
worth pointing out that like other Romance languages, Spanish has V-V compounds whose elements has 
been recognized (since at least Nebrija (1492)) as conjoined imperatives: vaivén ‘sway, coming and 
going’, quitaipón / quitapón ‘pompon’, correveidile / correvedile (‘gossip, go-between’), etc. (cf. 
Darmesteter (1894: 177); Colón Doménech (2002)). Interestingly, these V-V compounds appear as well 
as proper nouns, with or without conjunction (cf. the Tuscan name Tallamanduca (‘cut-eat’), anno 1208 
(Santini (1895: 151)), or the Sardinian coordinative compound Cok’-e-mandica (‘cook-and-eat’) found in 
the Condaghe di San Pietro di Silki (cf. Delogu (1997: 126-127), Paulis (1997: 165))). 
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Of course, the same can be said of whole series of compounds like prenditutto ‘take 
everything’ or tienitutto ‘keep everything’, which are constructed according to a well-
established structural schema. Now, this also applies to anthroponymic compounds; as 
personal names, we can imagine proper nouns like Apripancia ‘open stomach’ or 
Tienimano ‘keep hand’, where the final vowel of apri, and the diphthongization of the 
tonic vowel of tieni clearly show that we are dealing with imperative forms, and not 
with bare stems or abstract morphological entities such as “lexemes” (pace Villoing 
(2000), (2003a-b), Kerleroux (2004) and others)20. Names like Stammibene “feel good” 
are particularly interesting, in so far as they show up with the 1rst person (singular) 
enclitic object mi, a feature we can easily account for if we take the verb to be an 
imperative form. This is not an exceptional example, and other instances can be 
provided for, especially as nicknames used in chats, forums, etc. : such are for example 
Dimmitutto ‘tell me everything’, Fallobene ‘make it well’, Fammimale ‘hurt me’, 
Fammitutto ‘make me everything’ etc (see also the name Daccibere ‘give us to drink’ 
of Giovanni Sercambi’s Novelle).  

One could of course argue that these formations are some kind of “quotational 
compounds” (Mathesius (1975: 31), Vachek (1961: 17ff.)) and that as such, they have 
nothing to do with morphology, given that they arise as (pieces of) syntactic strings. 
We should keep in mind, however, that there is not clearcut boundary between syntax 
and morphology, and that many examples can be given of sequences of words 
progressively loosing their autonomy and (morphological) transparency, and turning 
into a single (morphologically opaque) word, with phases of oscillation / variation 
between a sequence (x) + (y) and a single word (x + y). From a syntactic point of view, 
the internal structure of anthroponymic V-N compounds allows us to identify a head – 
the verbal form – which governs its argument(s). From a semantic point of view, it is 
clear on the other hand that the referent of these V-N compounds is independent from 
that of the constituent parts of the compound: nouns like Bevilacqua or Mangiapane do 
not refer to some kind of water or bread, nor do they refer to the activity of drinking 
and eating. The state of affairs refered to by the expression at some stage of the 
designation process isn’t anymore available synchronically, though of course it may be 
reactivated on the basis of the surface relationship that holds between the parts of the 
compound. The name has conventionalized as pure designation of a given entity, thus 
occulting the initial motivation underlying the naming process. The nature of the entity 
in question, thus, cannot be predicted on the basis of the information conveyed by the 
elements of the compound: to quote Coseriu (1981: 5), the fact that V-N compounds 
pick up such or such objet or such or such individual is not a matter of langue but a 
matter of antonomastic designation.  
 
4. Conclusion 

From the arguments presented above, we are led to the conclusion that we have 
proposed nothing new: we have suggested that the verbal element of Italian 
anthroponymic Verb-Noun compounds is an imperative form, a view which has been 
held by many researchers in the past. What we pointed out, however, is the need first to 

                                                
20 In lexeme-based morphology, the « lexeme » is taken to be the minimal lexical unit. This unit belongs 
to one of the major lexical categories and it is an abstract entity : it is uninflected, it is only endowed with 
a phonological form, with semantic and syntactic (argumental) information. It is clear however that – to 
take just one example – the formation of Sardinian vocative involves truncation of a surface form, as 
witnessed (among other things) by metaphonetic alternations (cf. Floricic (2002); see as well the case of 
Russian neo-vocatives). 
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re-evaluate the role of semantics: the essential point we are led to is that, due to high 
frequency, high productivity, and cognitive salience, a given morphological mechanism 
may apply regardless of the semantic content of some morphological entity. If some 
Italian anthroponymic Verb-Noun compounds may have arisen as expressive 
designations describing a recurrent (volitive) state of affairs attached to a given 
individual, many others are the result of a spreading process of this productive 
morphological schema. Once rooted in the system, such a productive scheme may apply 
as a purely morphological mechanism in wider contexts (cf. Lindner (2003) and 
(2005)).  

It should be borne in mind, furthermore, that we referred to the imperative as a 
morphological base with the property of being minimally specified (i.e. no TAM or 
voice markers, etc.). However, we shoud remember that, putting aside the case of the 
truncated monosyllabic imperatives (cf. Huber-Sauter (1951: 51sqq.), Floricic & 
Molinu (2003)), Italian imperatives have no specific morphological property, and the 
category “imperative” does not constitute in Italian a distinct morphological paradigm 
(cf. Floricic (2007)), but rather a set of forms borrowed from different paradigms, i.e. 
forms borrowed from the present indicative which, as is well known, is minimally 
specified. This link between imperative (2sg.) and indicative is particularly clear in such 
nouns as Faibene, where the verbal element cannot be considered a bare stem, nor a 3rd 

person of the present indicative. Of course, many other anthroponymic compounds 
should be taken into account, as should also toponymic, phytonymic and zoonymic 
compounds, which could yield important information concerning word formation 
processes and their opacification. 

Last, as we saw at the beginning of this contribution, Italian dialects show a great 
deal of variation at the phonological and syntactic level; needless to say, an exhaustive 
study of the (anthroponymic) Verb-Noun compounds of dialectal origin would shed 
new light on the morphological process at work in naming processes. Typological 
comparison with other Indo-European and non Indo-European languages should also 
shed light on Italian Verb-Noun compounds. Meillet (1965: 376, §431) mentions in the 
old Slavic languages the same pattern as the one found in Romance21, and Progovac 
(2006) and (forthcoming) convincingly shows that at least some modern Serbo-Croat 
V-N compounds show a verbal element which is unequivocally an imperative form22 
(cf. such compounds as deri-koža ‘rip-skin = person who rips you off’, jebi-vetar ‘fuck-
wind = charlatan, useless person’, podvi-rep ‘fold-tail = someone who is crestfallen’ or 
vuci-batina ‘pull-whip = tramp, good-for-nothing’)23. It is of course outside the scope of 
this paper to discuss the fundamental idea that any language offers relics of previously 
active rules and patterns24; as pointed out by Klingebiel (1988: 89), “new compounds 

                                                
21 See as well Brugmann (1888/1972 : II : 86, §47); Darmesteter (1894: 180), Tekavčić (1980: 140ff.), 
etc.). 
22 Let’s point out that many other Serbo-Croatian Verb - Noun compounds show the same indistinctness 
as that manifested in French, where the verbal form in the (2nd sg.) imperative is syncretic with the (3rd 
sg.) present indicative (cf. Progovac (2006) and (to appear)).  
23 A few examples can also be found in Russian (cf. perekati-pole ‘roll-over-field, tumbleweed’, verti-
hvostka ‘wag-tail, a bird’, etc.) where they however appear to belong to a closed class of frozen 
compounds (cf. Progovac (2006) and to appear; Roger Comtet and Sasha Aikhenvald (p.c.)). Vachek 
(1961: 19) mentions a number of Czech compounds in which the verbal component can be identified as 
well with the imperative (namely tlučhuba ‘braggard’, držgrešle ‘miser’, etc.). 
24 See the following observation of Francescato (1961 : 43): « Le système d’une langue est donc, en 
réalité, le produit de l’entrecroisement de beaucoup de systèmes d’ordre hiérarchique plus limité. Ils 
peuvent refléter d’un côté les résidus d’un système précédent, de l’autre les premières annonces des 
tendances actives dans la langue. (…) il est également possible que l’interprétation diachronique des faits 
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(...) can be formed from older models, just as older syntactic structures may long 
survive in evolving languages”. It is beyond any doubt, however, that historical and 
typological research on VN compounds is likely to be rich source of data concerning 
the nature of the bond between syntax and morphology. 
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